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When Moray woman Aileen
Toynton failed to ﬁnd a coat that
would keep her spaniel Toto mud
free, she decided to design her own.
Despite having never touched a
sewing machine before, with Toto’s
inspiration she went on to create the
K9 CleanCoat onesie. Five years on,
and her design has fans across the
globe with orders from as far away
as Canada and New Zealand.
Now she has added another
product – a towelling doggy full
drying suit, the K9 CleanCoat Bath.
Both types of coat are made to
measure for every canine client.
“It’s ideal for those who are
happy to let their dogs run free
and get wet and dirty, but want to
make sure they are comfortable
afterwards,” Elgin resident Aileen
said. “It’s also ideal for ensuring the
car stays clean and prevents dirty
water from spraying everywhere
after the inevitable shakes.”
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A Highland funeral director is celebrating
again after winning a national industry award for
the ﬁfth successive year.
A team from John Fraser & Son visited London
to accept the North of Scotland Regional Funeral
Planner of the Year prize from Golden Charter.
Proprietor Vicki Fraser (pictured second from
left with award host Dan Walker), the fourth
generation proprietor of her family ﬁrm, said: “It
is a huge achievement to build on our success
of previous years, especially as in addition to
winning our regional award we were again
placed in the UK top three, up against more
than 3000 independent funeral ﬁrms.”
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Orkney jewellery designer Alison Moore
is one of more than 100 jewellers from the UK
and USA to donate work to a special Facebook
auction in aid of refugees around the world. The
Auction for Aid followed a similar auction last
year, which raised almost £25,000.
Proceeds from this year’s auction will go to
Migrant Offshore Aid Station (MOAS) and
UK-based Help Refugees. “All of us who took
part in last year’s auction were thrilled to see
so much raised,” Alison said. “With a fresh
crisis developing in Myanmar and ongoing
humanitarian tragedies around the world, we
must do all we can to maintain awareness of the
plight of refugees.”
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